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Abstract—We present a simulator for High Performance Computing (HPC) interconnection networks. It models Portals 4, a standard low-level API for communication, and it allows running unmodified applications that use higher-level network APIs such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI). It is based on SimGrid, a framework used to build single-threaded simulators based on a cooperative actor model. Unlike existing tools like SMPI, we rely on an actual MPI implementation, hence our simulation takes into account MPI’s implementation details in the performance. This paper also presents a case study using the BullSequana eXascale Interconnect (BXI) made by Atos, which highlights how such a simulator can help design space exploration (DSE) for new interconnects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters are often used to run models of real-world objects in a lot of scientific fields, these systems are themselves so complex that there is valuable information to be learned by simulating them. In particular, having models of performance for HPC hardware enables performing some optimizations in the code or the configuration of the applications using simulation, in order to make the execution on a real cluster as fast as possible. This is important since clusters are limited resources that are expensive to use, both from an economic and ecologic point of view, so performing many test runs on real machines is often problematic. Another important use of simulation results of HPC systems is for the co-design of new hardware: since it is not realistic to create many physical prototypes at every stage of the development of a new chip, the best way to make design decisions is to evaluate new ideas in simulation.

Many simulators already exist for HPC systems (we present some of them in Section III), especially for network interconnects which allow the machines to communicate. This is especially important since clusters keep getting larger, with many servers (nodes) connected together, and a big amount of time is spent in communications. To get an accurate timing for communication, we need to model both low-level network primitives (typically hardware-accelerated) and algorithms used to implement high-level communication primitives. Our simulator, S4BXI*, models the Portals 4 low-level API, a standard network API specified by Sandia and entirely implemented in hardware by the BXI interconnect developed by Atos [1], used in some of the fastest European supercomputers [2]. S4BXI allows running applications using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard API, that offers in particular a wide range of collective operations while Portals 4 only offers point-to-point semantics. We do not require any modification to the application, and take into account the implementation details of the Atos implementation of MPI running on top of BXI.

The closest related works are [3], which provides a model of Portals 4 as implemented in BXI, and SMPI [4]. [3] allows simulating unmodified applications using the Portals API directly, but does not allow running MPI applications. Typical HPC applications call MPI primitives, and rely on this very widely used library to call the lower-level Portals primitives, hence this is an important limitation to run real-life applications on the simulator. SMPI allows running unmodified applications using MPI. It does so by catching calls to MPI primitives and abstracts away the details of the hardware, leading to a lack of accuracy for some workloads. Also, it only allows a choice between a fixed set of MPI models corresponding to particular MPI implementations. Our work is based on [3], and follows a path different from SMPI to offer an MPI model. Instead of providing MPI models running on top of the SimGrid [5] network model, we allow a specific real-world MPI implementation to run directly on top of a more precise Portals 4 model, itself relying on SimGrid. We achieved this by providing a patch for OpenMPI to make it compatible with our simulator. The patch is relatively small because the API of the ports simulator we designed mimics faithfully the interface of the real network interconnect. We also adapted SMPI’s performance model for computation to be usable in our simulator, which allows us to get accurate timing when modeling realistic applications.

After presenting related work in Section II we present the details of how we implemented MPI support in Section III and the results of our validation experiments in Section IV. Finally, Section V presents some ongoing experiments conducted with our simulators to help the design of next generations of hardware for the BXI interconnect.

II. RELATED WORK

Network models for HPC can generally be categorized in three groups: packet-level models, flow models, and analytical
models, which all have their own purpose.

Packet-level models are usually close to emulating the hardware, as they model the processing of each individual packet. While this makes for a very accurate model, it is usually very slow to run, which means that it is very impractical, if at all possible, to simulate several machines running a realistic application. These simulators are well suited to help the design of specific circuits when creating new networking hardware, and they are usually written in frameworks like SystemC [6], Omnet++ [7], ns3 [8], or the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [9].

At the other end of the spectrum, analytical models enable very fast simulations by using very abstract methods for timing network transfers. This allows them to model thousands of processes very quickly, while sacrificing a lot of accuracy. Indeed these models often ignore important aspects of the network, which have a huge impact on performance, such as congestion. For this reason, they are more suited to simulate very large scale applications in order to get a very quick but rough estimate of their performance. They include all the LogP family of models, such as LogGOPSIm [10] for example. Another use of these types of models is worst-case timing analysis, which is enabled by techniques such as Network Calculus [11].

The last category of simulators tries to find a middle ground between extreme precision and very good speed, by using a flow model to represent resource sharing: this enables building simulators at message-level, with different messages sharing the bandwidth of the links that they go through. This way a wide spectrum of effects can be taken into account, depending on the purpose of the simulator. In this category, the simulation framework SimGrid [5] and its MPI simulator SMPI [4] are widely used. While SMPI has been shown to give very good results when modeling real-world applications on large-scale clusters, it has a few issues:

1. Since SMPI is a full re-implementation of the MPI standard, it only gives good results when modeling an MPI variant that is supported. While this isn’t a problem when using an MPI implementation already available in SMPI (such as OpenMPI or MPICH), it cannot model faithfully an MPI version that has been tuned to use different collective algorithms for example.

2. Similarly, since function calls are intercepted by the simulator at the MPI level, SMPI doesn’t allow any fine tuning of the MPI implementation itself, neither in its code nor in most of the numerous parameters that MPI typically has. Therefore, while SMPI is a good tool for developers of MPI applications, it isn’t usable by developers who work on optimizing MPI itself, or by advanced MPI users which might want to fine-tune their implementation’s parameters. It isn’t usable to explore any lower-level changes either, such as different hardware behaviors, and therefore it can’t be used to simulate interconnection networks that are not available.

3. While SMPI models completely the network topology of the interconnect, the intra-node communications are modeled in a very simplistic way. In particular, transfers between the memory and the the network controller (NIC) can only be accounted for using multiplying factors applied to the latencies or bandwidths of network links. This isn’t a problem when modeling a relatively slow interconnect, because intra-node transfers’ overhead is then very small, and modeling them as a small latency is a good heuristic. On the other hand, on HPC clusters this model isn’t as good. Indeed most NICs use a PCIe network to communicate with the host memory, and the inter-node cables have speeds of the same order of magnitude as PCIe (usually somewhere between 100 and 200 Gbits/s). Therefore having a more detailed model of the PCIe network is better for the accuracy of the simulator, and enables studying various effects (such as congestion) on this network too.

4. Because SMPI’s model is quite simple, a complex tuning procedure is mandatory to find bandwidth and latency factors that should be applied for different message sizes. Thankfully most of this is automated in various scripts [12], but it is still an additional step that is required to get realistic results, and it is not entirely trivial either.

While most of these characteristics contribute to making SMPI more performant, it leaves some space for new simulators that provide a lower-level model, and therefore a better accuracy (at the cost of some performance).

Even though network communications are important when simulating an HPC application, it isn’t possible to get a good performance estimate without a model for computation phases too. The approaches can be categorized similarly to network models: some simulators go for cycle-accurate models, which emulate very precisely (but slowly) the hardware. These are usually made with SystemC [6] or gem5 [13] for example. On the other hand, some simulators have faster but more approximate ways of timing computations: for example, by default SMPI benchmarks the time between network operations as the application gets executed on the host machine (that is running the simulation), and the measured time is then injected into the simulated world (potentially with a constant multiplying factor). Another option available in SMPI is to disable this automatic benchmarking, and to manually describe computation time in the application’s code itself, which has the downside that the application no longer runs unmodified in simulation.

S4BXI’s approach: SMPI’s model of computations is sufficient for our needs, and we reuse it with very little modifications. On the other hand, our network model is different: instead of reimplementing high-level MPI primitives in the model like SMPI, we rely on a real-world MPI implementation, which uses our simulated Portals implementation as a transport, solving points 1. and 2.. Thus, for communication operations, our simulator will run the same code as machines on the real-world clusters, as shown in Figure [1]. To address point 3., our simulator includes a simplified model of the PCI network inside each machine [3]. Finally, our simulator still requires some configuration (in particular the bandwidth and latency of PCI and inter-node links), but it is easier to setup than SMPI, since it doesn’t rely as extensively on empirical coefficient to adapt the speed of operations (point 4.). As a
result, our simulator is more specific than SMPI because it specifically targets interconnects compliant with the Portals API, but it is more accurate. It is also slower, but still faster than most packet-level simulators.

III. MPI SIMULATION

To model MPI applications on top of our simulator we used Atos’ version of OpenMPI, which adds an optimized transport (Byte Transfer Layer, abbreviated BTL) for the BXI interconnect to the community version of OpenMPI. This is the version that is traditionally used in production on BXI clusters. As shown in Figure 1, the S4BXI’s workflow is similar to the real-world execution. The main advantage, additionally to the accuracy of the simulation, is that the solution can easily be adapted to a new implementation of MPI, to a new communication library (preliminary experiments on OpenSHMEM [14] gave promising results), or to a new hardware design of the network transport layer (see experiments in Section V). As shown in the figure, S4BXI required small adaptations of the OpenMPI library. We present these adaptations below.

Fig. 1. High level view of simulations workflows and real-world execution

Initializing the MPI library for simulation: Although S4BXI is able to run classical applications written using Portals unmodified, allowing a library such as MPI to run on top of it is still challenging. The main reason for this is that during its initialization, OpenMPI exchanges meta-data about the different processes in the job through the Process Management Interface (PMI). These communications don’t use Portals (since they are used to setup the Portals interface), and they usually occur across an out-of-band network, which can be Ethernet for example. While S4BXI provides a Portals implementation, it doesn’t have a PMI implementation compatible with the simulated world, nor a model for the out-of-band network. Even though making an implementation of PMI in simulation seems feasible, it would be very time-consuming, which is why we directly modified OpenMPI’s code to remove PMI calls, and instead inject values directly from the simulator. This data mainly includes the rank associated with each process, and other identifiers that processes need to communicate with each other (Network IDentifier and Process IDentifier in the case of Portals). These PMI calls are required in the execution on a real-world cluster, and they influence the duration of MPI’s initialization, but on realistic applications the timing of this phase is negligible compared to the actual computations performed by the application.

Fig. 2. Simplified view of relevant MPI components

Modifying OpenMPI components: A simplified view of OpenMPI’s architecture and our modifications is depicted in Figure 2. Because MPI is a very large library with many components, this representation is very simplified, and many components that are not commonly used with Atos’ version are not depicted. The darker boxes are components that run completely unmodified, and lighter ones are those which have been modified to some extent (or that are completely implemented by S4BXI). These modifications are really minor: in total around 400 lines of code were modified, although OpenMPI is composed of several hundred thousand lines of C code. Also, for the vast majority of them they only change the initialization of MPI, which means that they are very easy to maintain, in particular as other developers work on the components that are truly interesting to study: the Collective components, the Point-to-point Management Layer (abbreviated PML) and the BTL. This was confirmed as rebasing our modifications on top of the work of the MPI team at Atos was always trivial and without conflict, for several months now.

Potential optimizations and experimental setup: Our simulation is slower compared to SMPI, this is partially because we have an accurate simulation of the network layer. Our approach consists in running the MPI library modified only where necessary, we thus decide not to try to gain performance by modifying this library. However, we can still obtain different trade-offs between accuracy and performance by modifying the network transport layer. For that purpose, several options exist in S4BXI to simplify the model. These options include “quick acknowledgements (ACK)”, which makes ACK events instantaneous instead of requiring a very small transfer on
the network, and also several levels of detail for the PCI model (to ignore small commands for example). Using these options we can improve the performance of the simulator of up to 30%, while losing some accuracy but remaining on average significantly more accurate than SMPI. These different trade-offs need to be further investigated and next section will present our experimental validation without using the existing shortcuts (in other words we focus on the gain in accuracy in our experiments).

The fact that all OpenMPI primitives are able to run on top of our simulator with such minor changes demonstrates the versatility of S4BXI, and shows that it is possible to model APIs that have a Portals transport with a relatively small effort.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Since our low-level Portals model has already been validated for point-to-point operations in [3], our experiments focus on collective operations using MPI. We show here experimental results, first in Section IV-A on OSU Micro-Benchmarks [15], and then in Section IV-B on a realistic application, LULESH [16]. In our experience we will evaluate the accuracy of our simulator and the duration of the simulation, we will also compare our simulator to SMPI (the closest existing simulator). We couldn’t perform a comparison with a packet-level simulator since none exist for the BXI interconnect.

A. OSU Benchmarks

OSU Micro-Benchmarks are a complete suite of tests that are used to evaluate the performance of individual MPI primitives. Because there are a lot of collective operations (a few dozens), we do not present every single one of them, but we instead synthesize our results into a few different categories.

Each graph that we present shows our simulation results in terms of simulated timing, as well as a comparison with the same benchmark executed on a real-world cluster equipped with BXI v2 hardware and AMD EPYC™ 7763 64-Core processors. Even though our simulator supports running several processes on each simulated node, we focus on simulations with one process per node only, to maximize the usage of the BXI network and have a better estimate of how our network model performs. Experiments were executed five times each (for both simulations and the real-world comparison), and error bars show the minimal and maximal values obtained in each case (although the difference is often so small that they merge with the median data point).

The graphs also show the comparison with the same benchmark simulated in SMPI, which has been calibrated using tools described earlier (point 4, in Section II).

The first type of results that we obtain is the favorable case for both S4BXI and SMPI: when the algorithm for a collective operation matches what is used in Atos’ variant, both simulators manage to get a very good estimate of the performance for the collective operation. This can happen for operations which don’t have a lot of different algorithms (for example if it relies heavily on a root process with a behavior different from the others), or if by chance the default OpenMPI’s algorithm is optimal on the BXI interconnect for the considered number of processes. An example can be seen when running the AllgatherV benchmark on 16 machines, which is showed on Figure 3. AllgatherV allows all processes to send non-contiguous chunks from a local buffer to all the other processes in the job.
In this case SMPI seems like a better solution than S4BXI, since it simulates faster and has a lower memory footprint.

On the other hand, when the algorithm used for a collective operation has been finely tuned by Atos, and results in different choices than OpenMPI’s community version, SMPI would model a different algorithm than the one used in our implementation, at least for some message sizes and node numbers. On the other hand, S4BXI models the correct algorithm by design, since the complete real-world MPI implementation runs in simulation. This leads to a better accuracy of S4BXI as can be seen in Figure 4 which shows a Scatter benchmark on 16 machines. Scatter spreads data from a root process to every other processes in the job. For this operation, OpenMPI uses two algorithms: basic, which is the simplest implementation where the root node sends a message to every other process in the job, and binomial tree, where data is passed along a tree structure, which causes bigger data transfers but lowers congestion. Experiments show that for small job sizes, the default choice of using mostly basic is not optimal on BXI, and that the binomial tree algorithm is optimal for most message sizes. SMPI does not properly model the switch from basic to binomial tree implemented in Atos’ version of OpenMPI.

Unfortunately there is a last category of benchmarks where both simulators struggle to give accurate results, which corresponds to asynchronous collective operations (benchmarks which start with an “i”). In this case S4BXI gives better results than SMPI in the majority of benchmarks, in particular thanks to the algorithm selection explained previously, but the accuracy of both simulators is not as good as for synchronous collective operations, as can be seen on Figure 5 which shows the IAllgather benchmark running on 16 machines. IAllgather allows all processes to send a piece of data to all the other processes in the job in an asynchronous way.

Thankfully, these operations seem more rarely used than synchronous ones, and we haven’t come across realistic applications that make a heavy use of them. In particular, the application that we study in the next section, LULESH, doesn’t use them at all.

Finally, the relative error of S4BXI and SMPI is depicted for all benchmarks on Figure 6 (for asynchronous collective operations the value is the average of the compute error and the communication error, since these benchmarks measure both, as well as the overlap between communication and computation). We can see that for the most common MPI operations S4BXI performs better than SMPI, and that the asynchronous collectives are indeed the worst case for us, as S4BXI produces approximately the same error as SMPI.

B. LULESH

While OSU micro-benchmarks are useful to evaluate individual primitives, they are not the most representative workload of a real-world application. We now present results on LULESH [16], an hydrodynamics proxy application commonly used in HPC. This application is an interesting case study, as it alternates between intensive computation phases and collective operations for data exchanges, which will stress both our network and computation models.

Our setup is as follows: we run the benchmark on a variable number of nodes (with one process per node), with different problem sizes (which has a big impact on the execution time of the application). We were able to run the real-world execution on two clusters: the system that we used for OSU benchmarks, equipped with AMD CPUs, as well as a cluster with more machines, equipped with Intel®’s Knight Landing CPUs (Xeon Phi™ 7250), which allows our results to go up to 27 nodes (a requirement of LULESH is that the number of processes must be the cube of an integer).

Our results are shown on Table I for the AMD cluster (including a comparison with SMPI), and on Table II for the Intel cluster (with no SMPI comparison because we don’t have a proper calibration of SMPI for this cluster). No error is reported on the tables because the results are extremely consistent across multiple executions, and we always obtain the same values both in simulation and real-world executions (which might be in part due to the fact that LULESH only gives us two significant digits for performance).

Several conclusions can be drawn from this data. First, the executions on one node do not perform any communication,
and therefore we used them to calibrate the computation models for both simulators. For the smaller AMD cluster (Table I), we can see that both simulators are very accurate, with a small advantage for S4BXI (average relative error of 5%) over SMPI (average relative error of 8%). On the bigger cluster (Table II), we can also see that the accuracy of our simulator is very good for bigger problems (Problem size = 30), and for small problems when they are not too distributed (Problem size = 30, Nodes = 8), and it is still reasonable (around 25% longer in simulation than real-life) in unfavorable cases where a lot of small computations are distributed on the largest number of nodes (Problem size = 10, Nodes = 27). Our explanation for this is that when the application runs very fast (in less than ten seconds) on many machines, it puts a lot of stress on the network model, as there is little communication between calls to MPI collective operations. Therefore it makes sense that we get an error that is comparable with what we obtain for OSU benchmarks (which are designed to stress the network). Even though we will investigate this difference in the future, to provide a model as accurate as possible, the error is not too concerning: this type of workload is not very representative of a realistic use of HPC clusters (as such short executions would probably never run on many nodes).

Overall, the accuracy of our simulator on LULESH application is convincing: on realistic workloads we provide a very accurate estimation, and our simulator is always more accurate than SMPI.

C. A Word on Performance

We have shown that our simulator can accurately model a variety of workloads, but another important aspect of simulation is its performance. Indeed, as explained in Section II, one of the most important characteristics of a simulator is the trade-off between accuracy and performance.

In this regard, we observe different behaviors for network intensive applications like OSU benchmarks, and more realistic ones like LULESH: in the first case, our detailed Portals model is costly compared to other flow models like SMPI, both in terms of execution speed and memory usage of the simulation. On an Intel® Core™ i9-10850K CPU with 4 simulations running in parallel (on different CPU cores) we can simulate all 31 OSU benchmarks in 12 minutes with S4BXI, and about 3 minutes with SMPI. The detail for each benchmark is shown on Figure 7 where the slowdown factor of each simulator is depicted (relative to the real-world execution). We can see that S4BXI is significantly slower than SMPI, as expected, with similar simulation times in the best cases, and one order of magnitude slower in the worst cases. Regarding memory, S4BXI requires around 300MB of memory for each simulated process, regardless of the OSU benchmark, which means that on a very powerful machine with a lot of memory we can expect to be able to simulate up to a few hundred processes, but not thousands as SMPI has been shown to support [17]. To scale past this point in the future, it will be necessary to reduce MPI’s memory consumption. Making the simulation distributed is not realistic because of the sequential nature of SimGrid.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem size</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>S4BXI</th>
<th>SMPI</th>
<th>Real-world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13s</td>
<td>0.13s</td>
<td>0.15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.39s</td>
<td>0.37s</td>
<td>0.41s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5s</td>
<td>3.5s</td>
<td>3.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.7s</td>
<td>8.4s</td>
<td>8.0s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19s</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>18s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41s</td>
<td>44s</td>
<td>40s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem size</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>S4BXI</th>
<th>SMPI</th>
<th>Real-world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6s</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8s</td>
<td>4.6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12s</td>
<td>9.5s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41s</td>
<td>44s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>91s</td>
<td>99s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>150s</td>
<td>150s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>240s</td>
<td>230s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>490s</td>
<td>500s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>720s</td>
<td>790s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem size</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>S4BXI</th>
<th>SMPI</th>
<th>Real-world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25s</td>
<td>0.11s</td>
<td>0.15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.9s</td>
<td>3.2s</td>
<td>0.41s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1s</td>
<td>2.9s</td>
<td>3.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51s</td>
<td>45s</td>
<td>8.0s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16s</td>
<td>16s</td>
<td>18s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>250s</td>
<td>250s</td>
<td>40s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
greatly optimized [12], but it requires both a deep knowledge of the modeled application, and the modification of the application code. Such analysis could be re-used in S4BXI, as we used the same model for computation as SMPI.

V. Co-Design of Next-Generation Hardware

Since Portals is implemented directly in hardware in the BXI interconnect, our simulator is a good tool to experiment with new potential designs for the next-generation Network Controllers (NIC). Because we use a flow model at message-level (and therefore have no representation of individual packets), it isn’t a substitute for more detailed models that are typically built with SystemC for example, but it is complementary because it enables experiments on the processing at message level to be evaluated at a larger scale.

The study that we present is based on flow control, which is a feature that is lacking in the current generation of BXI hardware. There are many ways to implement flow control [18], so the approach we are studying is to limit the number of messages in-flight between each pairs of machines (node-level flow control), or each pair of processes (process-level flow control) at the sender side. We implemented this feature in simulation, which is tunable using environment variables at runtime to test various scenarios. This required little effort, as it represents only about 250 lines of modified code (the total size of the simulator is around 5500 lines of C++ code), which shows how much easier it is to implement message-level processing in our model than in a low-level emulator.

We run this experiment in two scenarios: node-level flow-control and process-level flow control. The result is shown on Figure 9 where the average latency of a message is represented as a function of the number of messages authorized inflight, and the horizontal dashed line represents the latency when flow control is completely disabled.

We can see that the results are as expected: as the flow control gets more strict, the nodes flooding the network are slowed down, which allows the other node pair to exchange
messages with a far lower latency. When the flow control configurations reaches the maximum number of messages that nodes are able to send in parallel, the latency becomes constant as the control-flow has no effect. We can also see that small values of flow control have a greater impact at the node-level than process-level, which is also expected since there are eight processes on the machines that flood the network.

These results confirm that flow control can be a useful feature in the presented type of workload, and they help us quantify the decrease in congestion that we could expect if it was implemented in the future generation of interconnect. We also executed LULESH with different levels of flow-control, and we observed that this configuration has a negligible influence on the performance of the application. This shows that different workloads can be affected very differently by this feature. To go further, it is now necessary to use lower-level simulators in order to take the final decision and decide how to implement this feature.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented our approach for MPI simulation, using the low-level Portals model that S4BXI provides. We showed that it gives an accurate prediction for a variety of workloads, whether on micro-benchmarks or on more realistic applications. We also quantified the cost of this accuracy in terms of performance, and compared our results to a state-of-the-art simulator, SMPI. Finally, we described a practical use of our simulator to study potential improvements in the next-generation BXI hardware, by implementing hardware-level flow control. This allowed us to quantify the benefits of using different algorithms, with a small effort in the adaptation of our simulator.

The next step to improve our simulation is to focus on the performance of our model while ensuring a good accuracy of the simulation. A first set of optimisations of the network transport layer are already available in S4BXI (see Section III). We plan to extend these options further, so that the performance of our lowest-precision model is as close as possible to SMPI’s performance. We also need to investigate variable-precision simulation, where part of the network is modeled using a precise but performance-costly model, and the rest uses a faster but more abstract model, which could be especially useful for workloads that heavily rely on a “root” process doing more work than the others.

Another strength of our simulator that hasn’t been described in detail is its versatility: since it models a low-level communication API, it should be usable under any high-level network API that has a Portals transport. In particular, we are working on running OpenSHMEM (a Partitioned Global Address Space library, which is used to transparently share memory across machines) on top of S4BXI. Most primitives already work with few efforts, so we should be able to get performance results soon using this workflow.
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